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Abstract.—Genome-scale sequencing has been of great benefit in recovering species trees but has not provided final answers.
Despite the rapid accumulation of molecular sequences, resolving short and deep branches of the tree of life has remained
a challenge and has prompted the development of new strategies that can make the best use of available data. One such
strategy—the concatenation of gene alignments—can be successful when coupled with many tree estimation methods,
but has also been shown to fail when there are high levels of incomplete lineage sorting. Here, we focus on the failure
of likelihood-based methods in retrieving a rooted, asymmetric four-taxon species tree from concatenated data when the
species tree is in or near the anomaly zone—a region of parameter space where the most common gene tree does not match
the species tree because of incomplete lineage sorting. First, we use coalescent theory to prove that most informative sites
will support the species tree in the anomaly zone, and that as a consequence maximum-parsimony succeeds in recovering
the species tree from concatenated data. We further show that maximum-likelihood tree estimation from concatenated data
fails both inside and outside the anomaly zone, and that this failure cannot be easily predicted from the topology of the
most common gene tree. We demonstrate that likelihood-based methods often fail in a region partially overlapping the
anomaly zone, likely because of the lower relative cost of substitutions on discordant gene tree branches that are absent
from the species tree. Our results confirm and extend previous reports on the performance of these methods applied to
concatenated data from a rooted, asymmetric four-taxon species tree, and highlight avenues for future work improving the
performance of methods aimed at recovering species tree. [Anomalous gene tree; coalescent; incomplete lineage sorting;
parsimony; species tree.]

One of the major goals of evolutionary biology is
the reconstruction of species relationships (Edwards
2009). Species trees—or phylogenies—are valued
end-products themselves (Hinchliff et al. 2015), but
it is perhaps their central role in comparative studies
that makes their accurate reconstruction so critical.
Comparative analyses can include inferences about trait
evolution, the dynamics of extinction and speciation,
and species divergence times (O’Meara 2012; Hahn and
Nakhleh 2016).

The quest of reconstructing phylogenies has
nonetheless always been a difficult one. A scarcity
of data was a major hurdle in phylogenetic analyses
for 30 years after the birth of molecular systematics
(Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1965) due to the technical and
financial challenges of DNA and protein sequencing.
Small data sets meant that sampling error was likely to
occur, and the resulting disagreement between inferred
“gene trees” had to be reconciled in order for the species
tree to ultimately be estimated (Slowinski and Page
1999). Many factors can affect the accurate reconstruction
of gene trees, including the amount of phylogenetic
signal (e.g., Tateno et al. 1982; Huang and Knowles 2009),
recombination (e.g., Schierup and Hein 2000; Lanier and
Knowles 2012), and rate-variation across sites and across
time (e.g., Sullivan and Swofford 1997; Kolaczkowski
and Thornton 2004). There are also biological reasons
for gene trees to be truly incongruent, including

incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) and introgression
(reviewed in Maddison 1997; Edwards 2009; Mallet
et al. 2016). Several species tree reconstruction methods
that attempt to deal with this incongruence by
combining data sets have been proposed, and the
best strategy to achieve this goal has always been a
point of contention. Initial strategies included finding
a consensus among individually estimated gene trees,
or using both molecular and morphological characters
in combined analyses (Huelsenbeck et al. 1996; Page
1996), while more recent methods now often model
the distribution of gene trees to account for ILS
(Edwards 2009; Nakhleh 2013; Gatesy and Springer
2014; Xu and Yang 2016). Here, we focus on a simple,
but widely adopted practice: the concatenation of
sequences.

Concatenation is an intuitive procedure aimed at
combining the information contained in the sequences of
many genes in a single alignment and analysis (Philippe
et al. 2005; Edwards 2009). The first concatenated data
sets were easily analyzed by tree-building methods
that existed at the time, including those employing
explicit models of sequence evolution (which had come
to dominate phylogenetics by then; Steel and Penny
2000). Initial studies using concatenation yielded high-
confidence phylogenies from genes whose individual
trees were often discordant (e.g., Soltis et al. 1999;
Murphy et al. 2001; Rokas et al. 2003). Concatenation was
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FIGURE 1. a) Top tree: smallest species tree for which an anomaly zone can be defined, where z is the length of terminal branches A and
B, and w, x, and y are the lengths of the three internal branches (oldest to youngest), respectively. Bottom tree: the most common gene tree (an
anomalous gene tree, AGT) when species tree ((((A,B),C),D),E) (top tree) is inside the anomaly zone. Branch lengths are arbitrary and were not
drawn in proportion to theoretical or simulated averages. b) Phylogenetic tree space for species tree ((((A,B),C),D),E), where x and y correspond
to the lengths of the oldest and youngest ingroup internal branches, respectively, (as shown in [a]; x and y are measured in coalescent units, i.e.,
Ne generations). The region shaded in black corresponds to the anomaly zone (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006), in which the most common gene
tree is AGT (((A,B),(C,D)),E).

therefore seen as holding the promise to end the problem
of sampling error and the incongruence it produced (Gee
2003).

The amassing of more genes—followed by
concatenation—is indeed expected to reduce the amount
of noise due to sampling error. Many phenomena,
however, pose difficulties to this approach because
they produce discordant trees for biological reasons.
Among these phenomena, ILS is perhaps the most well
studied, partly because it is conducive to modeling and
mathematical characterization (Hudson 1983; Tajima
1983; Pamilo and Nei 1988). Going backwards in time,
ILS is said to occur when lineages from the same
population fail to coalesce, and instead coalesce in an
ancestral population. As a result, they may coalesce
with lineages from more distantly related populations,
leading to discordance. ILS is relevant to all phylogenetic
analyses because it results from an inherent property of
natural populations, and has accordingly been shown
to be pervasive across the tree of life (e.g., Pollard et al.
2006; White et al. 2009; Hobolth et al. 2011; Brawand et
al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2014; Suh et al. 2015; Pease et al.
2016). Combining loci that are discordant due to ILS
means that concatenation analyses will be averaging
over many different topologies; the hope is that the most
common pattern will coincide with the true species
relationships.

However, sometimes the most common gene tree
topology does not coincide with the species tree: in
extreme cases ILS can produce unexpected results in
an area of tree space called the “anomaly zone” (AZ;
Degnan and Rosenberg 2006). ILS is increasingly more
likely as species tree internal branches get shorter (i.e.,
as the time between two or more speciation events

is shorter). When two or more consecutive internal
branches on a species tree are sufficiently short, gene
trees incongruent with the species tree can be more
common than congruent gene trees (Fig. 1; Degnan
and Salter 2005; Degnan and Rosenberg 2006). In other
words, inside the AZ the topology of the most common
gene tree (also referred to as the “anomalous gene tree”
[AGT]; Fig. 1) expected in the data set does not match
that of the species tree. The AZ is therefore clearly a
problem for methods that infer the species tree from the
most common gene tree (“democratic vote” methods),
which are only guaranteed to work in rooted three-
taxon species trees (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006). More
surprisingly, it has been shown via simulation that for
species trees inside the AZ, concatenation can lead to a
maximum-likelihood tree whose topology matches the
AGT rather than the species tree (Kubatko and Degnan
2007).

The finding that the AZ could pose problems
for species tree estimation helped to motivate a
decade’s worth of research into new methods for
inferring the correct species relationships without
using concatenation. Indeed, the term “anomaly zone”
appears in many papers proposing new tools for
inferring species trees, with successful inference within
the AZ being showcased as an attractive attribute (e.g.,
Liu and Pearl 2007; Liu et al. 2009, 2010; Heled and
Drummond 2010; Larget et al. 2010; Mirarab and Warnow
2015). Along with these new methods have come studies
into the behavior of traditional tree inference methods
on concatenated data in the AZ (e.g., Liu and Edwards
2009), as well as the effect of sampling and inaccurate
gene trees on methods that do not use concatenation
(e.g., Simmons et al. 2016; Mirarab et al. 2016).
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Here, we explore two interesting results from the
earlier literature, and their implications for phylogenetic
reconstruction: (i) Both parsimony- and distance-based
methods appear to succeed in inferring the species
tree inside the AZ for a rooted asymmetric species tree
with a four-taxon ingroup (Liu and Edwards 2009),
and (ii) Maximum-likelihood species tree estimates from
concatenated data can be incorrect just outside the AZ
(Kubatko and Degnan 2007). Both observations appear
to be correct (see below) but are not consistent with
the common narrative that assumes a direct causal
relationship between the AZ and the (inevitable) failure
of concatenation (e.g., Leaché et al. 2015; Olave et al. 2015;
Tang et al. 2015; DaCosta and Sorenson 2016; Edwards et
al. 2016; Linkem et al. 2016). To explore these results—and
the behavior of concatenation more generally—we use
coalescent theory to mathematically demonstrate why
parsimony succeeds inside the AZ for an asymmetric
rooted species tree with four ingroup taxa. We then
provide an explanation as to why maximum-likelihood
applied to concatenation can fail both inside and outside
the AZ. In fact, we show that the failure of such
approaches is not directly tied to the AZ at all. Our
results cast doubt on the seemingly common notion that
when the species tree is inside the AZ concatenation
will inevitably lead to an incorrect species tree estimate,
regardless of inference method. Finally, we suggest
future research directions in light of our results.

MOST INFORMATIVE SITES IN THE AZ SUPPORT

THE SPECIES TREE

Theoretical results concerning the AZ have focused on
the distribution and frequencies of different gene trees
(Degnan and Rosenberg 2006; Degnan Rosenberg 2009;
Rosenberg and Tao 2008). If species trees are constructed
by simply taking the most common gene tree (also
known as “democratic vote”), then in the AZ the species
tree will incorrectly be inferred to be the AGT. However,
this method is rarely used, and is not directly relevant
to concatenated analyses unless the total parsimony
or likelihood score coming from all site patterns also
supports the most common gene tree. Informative site
patterns in molecular phylogenetics are the result of
substitutions occurring along the internal branches of
a gene tree (here we use the term “gene” to mean any
nonrecombining genomic segment). Despite the greater
frequency of AGTs in the AZ (compared with congruent
gene trees), because of their very short internal branches
we hypothesized that the most common site patterns
would still support the species tree. If this is the case,
parsimony methods would support the species tree
inside the AZ.

In order for site patterns supporting the species tree
to be the most common, the total length of concordant
internal branches (i.e., the sum of lengths, over all
gene trees, of internal branches that exist in the species
tree) must be greater than that of internal branches
supporting any of the other unique topologies. Under

TABLE 1. Probability of each gene tree topology under species tree
((((A,B),C),D),E) (where E is the outgroup), when ILS is the sole cause
of incongruence (from Table V and Equation 2 in Rosenberg 2002).
Branches y and x are the most recent and oldest ingroup internal
branches, respectively, with lengths expressed in coalescent units.

Topology t or u P(u)

((A,B),(C,D)) 1 1
3 e−x − 1

6 e−(
x+y

)
− 1

18 e−(3x+y)

((A,C),(B,D)) 2 1
6 e−(

x+y
)
− 1

18 e−(3x+y)

((B,C),(A,D)) 3 1
6 e−(

x+y
)
− 1

18 e−(3x+y)

(((A,B),C),D) 4 1− 2
3 e−x − 2

3 e−y + 1
3 e−(

x+y
)
+ 1

18 e−(3x+y)

(((A,B),D),C) 5 1
3 e−x − 1

6 e−(
x+y

)
− 1

9 e−(3x+y)

(((A,C),B),D) 6 1
3 e−y − 1

3 e−(
x+y

)
+ 1

18 e−(3x+y)

(((A,C),D),B) 7 1
6 e−(x+y) − 1

9 e−(3x+y)

(((A,D),B),C) 8 1
18 e−(3x+y)

(((A,D),C),B) 9 1
18 e−(3x+y)

(((B,C),A),D) 10 1
3 e−y − 1

3 e−(
x+y

)
+ 1

18 e−(3x+y)

(((B,C),D),A) 11 1
6 e−(x+y) − 1

9 e−(3x+y)

(((B,D),A),C) 12 1
18 e−(3x+y)

(((B,D),C),A) 13 1
18 e−(3x+y)

(((C,D),A),B) 14 1
18 e−(3x+y)

(((C,D),B),A) 15 1
18 e−(3x+y)

an infinite-sites mutation model, the topology supported
by the greatest total internal branch length will also
be supported by the largest number of informative site
patterns. Therefore, to determine the expected number of
informative site patterns supporting any topology when
a large number of gene trees are sampled, one must know
(i) the probability of all gene tree topologies, and (ii)
the expected lengths of the internal branches present in
each of these topologies. Knowing (i) and (ii) allows the
calculation of St, the total length of internal branches
supporting any topology t in T, the set of all possible
gene tree topologies under the species tree. In the case
of a rooted species tree with four taxa in its ingroup, for
example, there are 15 possible topologies, and so |T|=
15 with t taking any value from 1 to 15 (Table 1). St can
then be computed for any of these 15 topologies.

Computing St is done by first identifying the set of
all topologies, U, sharing internal branches with t, and
recording the probability of each topology, u, in U.
We denote these probabilities P(u). Second, for each
topology u, we must identify the set of all internal
branches, Bu,t, that it shares with t. Each branch b in Bu,t
is labeled with a number from 1 to |Bu,t|, and we record
the expected length of each branch b given u, L(b|u).
Therefore, St can be calculated as:

St =
∑

u;u∈U

∑
b;b∈Bu,t

P(u)L(b|u). (1)

Whichever topology t maximizes St will by definition
be supported by the largest number of informative site
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patterns, and will usually also be the most parsimonious
tree.

When ILS is the only cause of phylogenetic
incongruence, both the probability of observing each
different gene tree topology and the expected lengths
of their internal branches will be functions of the
species tree’s internal branch lengths. In the case of
the four-taxon species tree ((((A,B),C),D),E) (where E
is the outgroup, henceforth omitted from parenthetic
notation), the probability of each of the 15 possible
topologies has been derived (Table 1; Rosenberg 2002).
Under this species tree, the most common gene tree will
always be either (((A,B),C),D) (outside the AZ; Fig. 1b)
or ((A,B),(C,D)) (inside the AZ; Fig. 1b). In evaluating
the strength of support for the species tree versus the
AGT, we can simplify our calculations by noting that
these two competing topologies differ in only the single,
deepest internal branch: this branch subtends ((A,B),C)
in the congruent gene tree, while in the AGT it subtends
(C,D) (the internal branch leading to (A,B) is shared
by both topologies; Fig. 1a). Therefore, understanding
which topology is supported by the most informative
site patterns inside the AZ only requires us to compare
the total length of branches subtending ((A,B),C) to that
of branches subtending (C,D).

A closer look at the 15 distinct gene tree topologies
reveals that only 6 are relevant to these two internal
branches (Fig. 2). The topologies (((A,B),C),D),
(((A,C),B),D), and (((B,C),A),D) (u=4, 6, and 10, respect-
ively; Table 1) share the internal branch subtending
((A,B),C) with the species tree topology (i.e., |B4,4|=
|B6,4|= |B10,4|= 1; Fig. 2; note that when u=4, we
are ignoring the branch subtending [A,B] as mentioned
above), while the topologies ((A,B),(C,D)), (((C,D),A),B),
and (((C,D),B),A) (u=1, 14, and 15, respectively; Table 1)
share the internal branch subtending (C,D) with the
AGT (Fig. 2). Coalescent theory can be used to find the
expected frequency of these topologies and the length
of the relevant branches within them.

For species tree (((A,B),C),D), application of equation
1 shows that the AGT ((A,B),(C,D)) should never have
more sites supporting it than the species tree. Even
in the most extreme scenario, when internal branch
lengths x and y are zero, the species tree (SP) and AGT
((A,B),(C,D)) are equally supported:

SSP =S4 = P(4)L(1|4)+P(6)L(1|6)+P(10)L(1|10)

=
(

1
18

×1
)

+
(

1
18

×1
)

+
(

1
18

×1
)

(2)

= 0.1667

SAGT =S1 = P(1)L(1|1)+P(14)L(1|14)+P(15)L(1|15)

=
(

1
9

× 7
6

)
+

(
1
18

× 1
3

)
+

(
1
18

× 1
3

)
(3)

= 0.1667

where branch lengths are given in coalescent units, and
for each u the single branch being considered is labeled
b= 1 (Fig. 2). Note that for the symmetric topology
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FIGURE 2. Gene tree topologies that give support to the species tree
(left column; t= 4, Table 1) or to the AGT (right column; t= 1, Table 1).
Arrows indicate the internal branch that each gene tree topology u
contributes to topology t. Branch lengths are arbitrary and were not
drawn in proportion to theoretical or simulated averages.

((A,B),(C,D)), half of the time A and B coalesce first,
and in the other half C and D coalesce first; this means
that one must take the average of the lengths of the
branch subtending (C,D) under each possibility, which
evaluates to 7/6 (Equation 3).

Because the probability of observing the congruent
gene tree only increases as the x and y branch lengths
in the species tree become larger, the total length of
internal branches over all gene trees supporting the
species tree will always be greater than that supporting
the AGT. We derive expected values for any x and y
in the Supplementary Appendix available on Dryad.
As a result, even though the most common tree is the
AGT, the most common site pattern supports the species
tree. We note that our conclusions about the number
of informative sites assume an infinite-sites mutation
model and constant population sizes within and among
species tree branches (see Supplementary Appendix
available on Dryad). Only under these circumstances
can we conclude that parsimony-based methods should
accurately recover the species tree topology in the AZ.

In order to confirm our theoretical expectations, we
performed coalescent simulations across parameter
space for species tree (((A,B),C),D). More specifically,
we simulated 20,000 gene trees at each of multiple
coordinates forming a grid across tree space (Fig. 3;
see details in Supplementary Appendix available on
Dryad). First, we recorded the most common gene
tree at each coordinate and observed a very close
match with the theoretical AZ (Degnan and Rosenberg
2006; Supplementary Fig. S1 available on Dryad at
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.j6000). We then simu-
lated one 1-kb nucleotide sequence per gene tree using
the Jukes–Cantor model (Jukes and Cantor 1969), and
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concatenated all 20,000 sequences into one single align-
ment per grid coordinate. By using maximum parsimony
to estimate the species tree from each concatenated
alignment we were able to recapitulate Liu and Edwards’
(2009) result: the estimated species tree species was
congruent with the true species tree across all of tree
space (Fig. 3; the same was true using neighbor-joining
on the concatenated alignments; results not shown).
Finally, we compared the expected “SP:AGT” ratio of
the total lengths of internal branches supporting either
topology (i.e., S4:S1; see Equation 1) to the simulated
ratio (obtained by summing simulated gene tree internal
branch lengths). This was done for 19 different pairs
of x and y values, and for each pair we replicated our
simulations 100 times (each replicate consisted of 20,000
simulated gene trees). The expected ratio was closely
approximated by the simulated ratio (Fig. 4).

Our results suggest that parsimony succeeds inside
the AZ for a four-taxon rooted tree because there
will always be more sites supporting the species tree
topology than any other topology. This is in contrast
to the explanation put forward by Liu and Edwards
(2009) for why parsimony correctly recovers the species
tree in the AZ. In their simulations, the site pattern
supporting the species tree was also observed to be the
most common, but this outcome was interpreted to be a
result of long-branch attraction (LBA; Felsenstein 1978)
biasing parsimony against the AGT. They concluded that
parsimony was therefore getting the right answer for the
wrong reasons (Liu and Edwards 2009). We note that
given the value of � (the population mutation parameter)
used in our simulations, terminal branches are not close
to being saturated, and so LBA is not biasing parsimony
against the AGT.

When concatenating sequences, clarifying the
distinction between the most common gene tree and
the most common site pattern in the data set is critical:
even if the most common gene tree is incongruent, more
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FIGURE 3. Topology reconstructed by parsimony across the tree space
of species tree ((((A,B),C),D),E). The phylogeny at each grid point was
estimated from a concatenated alignment of 20,000 1-kb loci generated
under the multispecies coalescent simulated at that coordinate of tree
space. Branches x and y are measured in coalescent units.

site patterns can still support the congruent gene tree
because they come from multiple different topologies
each with longer internal branches on average. For the
asymmetric species tree with four ingroup taxa, we
should always expect more site patterns supporting
the species tree rather than the AGT (Fig. 4). Therefore,
when parsimony- and distance-based methods succeed
in reconstructing the species tree, they both do so for
the right reasons.

Hence for the species tree considered here,
concatenation cannot be causing phylogenetic
reconstruction methods to fail per se. Concatenation
is expected to remove sampling noise, and as long as
there is more phylogenetic signal supporting the species
tree than supporting any other topology, concatenation
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should not interfere with the reconstruction of the
species tree topology when using counts of informative
site patterns (i.e., parsimony). Because the phylogenetic
signal supporting the species tree topology (((A,B),C),D)
is always higher than that supporting AGT ((A,B),(C,D)),
our results imply that when species tree reconstruction
from concatenated data sets fails, it must be that
concatenation violates assumptions of likelihood-based
methods, causing them to fail.

CONCATENATING DATA CAN VIOLATE ASSUMPTIONS OF

LIKELIHOOD METHODS AND RESULT IN INCORRECT SPECIES

TREE RECONSTRUCTIONS

The AZ is Not Directly Connected to the Failure of
Likelihood Methods

In the previous section, we showed that parsimony-
based methods are expected to succeed for species tree
(((A,B),C),D) in all areas of tree space examined. There
are always more sites supporting the species tree than
the most common gene tree in the data set, which is the
AGT [((A,B),(C,D))]. These results have two implications.
First, as mentioned above, concatenation per se is not
responsible for the failure of tree reconstruction in
the AZ. It must be that likelihood-based methods fail
because of properties of these methods when applied to
concatenated data sets. Second, the above results suggest
that the region in tree space where likelihood-based
methods fail does not necessarily coincide with the AZ.
If such methods are failing for reasons other than the
frequency of the most common gene tree, then there is
no reason that their failure should follow the frequency
of the most common gene tree (i.e., the AZ). This second
implication is supported by our results and by previous
observations that likelihood-based methods can fail even
outside the AZ, and succeed inside the AZ (Kubatko and
Degnan 2007).

Similar to what was done in our investigation of
parsimony- and distance-based methods described in
the previous section, we examined the performance
of maximum-likelihood estimation across the tree
space of species tree (((A,B),C),D). We used the same
concatenated alignments at the same coordinates of
tree space, and recorded the maximum-likelihood tree
at each grid point (see details in Supplementary
Appendix available on Dryad). In agreement with many
previous studies (e.g., Kubatko and Degnan 2007; Liu
and Edwards 2009), species tree reconstruction with
maximum-likelihood on concatenated data failed at
many points in the AZ (Fig. 5).

However, because we covered parameter space more
extensively than previous investigations, we are able to
observe clear regions inside the AZ where maximum-
likelihood succeeds in recovering the species tree,
instead of just a few coordinates in tree space near the
AZ border (Fig. 5). We also identified a region outside
the AZ where the AGT was favored by maximum-
likelihood (Fig. 5). Our results confirm the disconnection
between the AZ and the area of parameter space in which

FIGURE 5. Topology reconstructed using maximum-likelihood
across the tree space of species tree ((((A,B),C),D),E). The phylogeny
at each grid point was estimated from a concatenated alignment of
20,000 1-kb loci generated under the multispecies coalescent simulated
at that coordinate of tree space (these are the same alignments used
in Fig. 3). Branches x and y are measured in coalescent units. The
region shaded in gray corresponds to the anomaly zone (Degnan and
Rosenberg 2006), in which the most common gene tree is the AGT.

likelihood-based methods applied to concatenated data
seem to be inconsistent.

These results support the conclusions drawn from the
previous section: the failure of analyses using concaten-
ation is not due to the identity of the most frequent gene
tree topology. But these observations raise the questions
of why the maximum-likelihood tree differs from the
most parsimonious tree, and what determines the shape
of the region in tree space in which maximum-likelihood
estimation seems to be inconsistent. We address these
questions in the next section.

The Cost of Discordant Sites Explains Why Likelihood-Based
Methods Fail to Reconstruct the Species Tree from

Concatenated Data
While likelihood-based methods have many advant-

ages over other classes of methods (e.g., Huelsenbeck
1995; Swofford et al. 2001; Ogden and Rosenberg
2006), the demonstration that maximum-likelihood tree
estimation can fail to reconstruct the species tree is
not entirely surprising. When models are mis-specified,
likelihood-based methods can be unsuccessful in
recovering the true tree, and in such cases these methods
have been shown to converge on the wrong answer
(e.g., Gaut and Lewis 1995; Sullivan and Swofford
1997). Although maximum-likelihood estimation from
concatenated data can be robust to low ILS levels
(Tonini et al. 2015; Mirarab et al. 2016), the success
of this approach is clearly not guaranteed when there
are high levels of ILS. So what is the nature of
model inadequacy when concatenated data is used in a
maximum-likelihood framework? One possible answer
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is that, in cases involving ILS, concatenation violates the
assumption that all sites have evolved along a single
topology (Roch and Steel 2015). Because parsimony
and neighbor-joining applied to concatenated data
sets do not fail, however, the failure of maximum-
likelihood estimation must be due to differences as to
how discordant trees are accommodated by different
methods. Below we offer one hypothesis to explain why
likelihood favors the AGT over the species tree, but
parsimony does not.

To better explain our hypothesis, it will be useful to
first discuss one important consequence of including
discordant tree topologies in an alignment. Relative
to a focal tree, discordant topologies contain branches
that do not exist in this tree (Robinson and Foulds
1981). For example, the AGT (tree on the right in
Fig. 6) has an internal branch leading to the ancestor
of C and D that is not present in the species tree.
Conversely, if the AGT is our focal tree, then the
species tree has an exclusive internal branch leading
to the ancestor of A, B, and C. We refer to these as
“discordant branches,” and to the site patterns produced
by substitutions on them as “discordant sites” (all other
sites are considered concordant). Such site patterns are
particularly important because they must be resolved by
proposing more than one substitution on the focal tree;
we previously described this phenomenon, referring
to the artefactual changes as “substitutions produced
by ILS” (SPILS; Mendes and Hahn 2016). Site 1 in
Figure 6 shows an example of SPILS where a substitution
occurring on a branch exclusive to the species tree
would be inferred to have been due to two substitutions
on the AGT. Site 2 shows the opposite pattern, as the
substitution on the discordant branch of the AGT must
be mapped twice onto the species tree.

In the presence of gene tree discordance, evaluating
a tree on a concatenated alignment will thus entail
considering both concordant and discordant site
patterns. The key distinction between them is that
discordant sites will always cost more on the focal
tree than concordant sites. How the total score of a
tree is calculated—and how parsimony and likelihood
methods deal with these costs in particular—turns out
to be crucial in understanding method behavior.

In the case of parsimony-based methods, if we define
O and D as the sets of all possible concordant and
discordant site patterns, respectively, the parsimony
score of a tree t, Pt, will be:

Pt=
∑

o;o∈O

noC(o)+
∑

d;d∈D

ndC
(
d
)

(4)

where no and C(o) are the count and cost of concordant
site pattern o, and nd and C(d) are the count and cost
of discordant site pattern d. C(o) and C(d) equal the
minimum number of substitutions required to generate
site patterns o and d, respectively, on tree t. The tree
t with the lowest parsimony score, Pt, is considered
the most parsimonious and will be preferred over less
parsimonious ones.

FIGURE 6. The species tree topology (left) and the anomalous gene
tree topology (right). Filled circles and triangles represent character
state transitions. Site 1 is concordant with the species tree and
discordant with anomalous gene tree. Conversely, site 2 is concordant
with the anomalous gene tree and discordant with the species tree.
Negative log-likelihoods (−lnL) for each site pattern were computed on
the maximum-likelihood tree obtained from concatenated data when
x= 0.015 and y=0.05.

Under a simple weighting scheme for a rooted four-
taxon tree, it is easy to see that C(o)=1 and C(d)=2 for
all possible (biallelic) site patterns: when a site pattern is
concordant with a topology, it can always be resolved
with a single substitution; when it is discordant, it
can always be resolved with two substitutions (Fig. 6).
The most parsimonious tree is therefore the one that
maximizes no (which directly reflects the value of St in
equation 1). For the rooted asymmetric four-taxon tree
case, we have proven above that maximum-parsimony
methods are consistent under this weighting scheme.

The log-likelihood score of a tree t, Lt, can also be
written in terms similar to those in equation 4:

Lt=
∑

o;o∈O

noC(o)+
∑

d;d∈D

ndC
(
d
)

(5)

with the difference that C(o) and C(d) now correspond
to the negative log-likelihoods of concordant site pattern
o, and discordant site pattern d, respectively (the lower
the negative log-likelihoods, the less costly and the
more likely a site is). A crucial distinction is that
in maximum-likelihood tree estimation, the likelihood
that a site in the alignment contributes to the final
tree likelihood depends on the mapping of nucleotide
substitutions at all other sites, expressed as branch
lengths. Branch lengths serve as a proxy for the expected
probability of change, and so nucleotide transitions—
including homoplasious ones—along longer branches
are more probable (less “costly”) than along shorter ones.
This property grants likelihood-based methods more
robustness (compared with parsimony-based methods)
to problems such as LBA, making them good choices for
molecular phylogenetic analyses.

We hypothesize that it is precisely the attribute
of likelihood-based methods mentioned above—their
ability to take branch lengths into account when
evaluating different trees—that contributes to their
convergence on the incorrect tree topology in the
presence of high levels of ILS. While the parsimony costs
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of concordant and discordant sites for the rooted four-
taxon species tree are fixed at 1 and 2, respectively, this is
not true for the likelihood costs. Negative log-likelihoods
of concordant and discordant sites depend on the branch
lengths of the trees on which they are evaluated. If the
species tree and AGT differ in their branch lengths, so
will the likelihood costs of concordant and discordant
site patterns under either topology, leading to possibly
different final tree likelihoods.

An immediately obvious difference in branch lengths
between the two competing topologies considered
here is the length of branches exclusive to each tree.
Concordant site patterns for each topology will include
substitutions occurring on these branches, and the costs,
C(o), may therefore differ on the two topologies. A less
obvious—but ultimately more important—difference is
that sites that are differentially discordant on each
topology (i.e., those sites that are not discordant on both)
will be resolved along different branches that potentially
have different lengths (e.g., site 1 in Fig. 6 is resolved
along branches C and D of the AGT; site 2 is resolved
on the species tree along branch D and the internal
branch leading to the root). The difference in lengths
between these two pairs of branches will then contribute
to differences in final tree likelihoods. Therefore, unlike
the case of maximum-parsimony described above, the
maximum-likelihood tree is not simply the one for
which no is the largest. The maximum-likelihood tree
will instead be the one with the lowest Lt, obtained
by minimizing both the left and the right sums in
equation 5.

A closer look at one of the simulated data sets where
likelihood fails may be helpful in demonstrating this
behavior (Supplementary Fig. S2 available on Dryad).
Two site patterns have a very large impact on the
total tree likelihoods of the species tree and the AGT:
“11100” (site 1, Fig. 6) and “00110” (site 2, Fig. 6). As
expected, the negative log-likelihood (the “cost”) of site
pattern “11100” is lower for the species tree than for
the AGT (9.91 vs. 11.62; Fig. 6), as this site pattern is
concordant with the former and discordant with the
latter. Conversely, the cost of site pattern “00110” is lower
for the AGT than for the species tree (10.25 vs. 13.11;
Fig. 6) because it is concordant with the AGT. Note,
however, that the difference in costs of the concordant
site patterns in either topology (9.91 – 10.25 =−0.34) is
smaller than the difference in costs of discordant sites
(13.11 – 11.62 = 1.49). This means that concordant sites
cost slightly more on the AGT than the species tree,
but that discordant sites cost considerably more on the
species tree. Ultimately, this implies that when there are
a large number of discordant sites (and the number of
concordant sites is not very different between competing
topologies; Supplementary Fig. S2 available on Dryad),
these differences in cost can cause likelihood-based
methods to prefer the AGT over the species tree.

If the above is correct, then the length of branches
on which sites discordant with one topology and
concordant with the other (and vice-versa) are resolved
will have a large effect on the final likelihood, and

therefore on the tree that is preferred. Importantly,
in the topologies considered here, the resolution of
discordant sites must often involve branches that are all
either tips or an internal branch subtending the entire
clade, and therefore will have no effect on the number
of informative concordant or discordant sites. If the
mapping shown in Figure 6 is indeed likely, we predict
that changing the length of these branches will affect
the region of parameter space where likelihood-based
methods can fail.

We tested this prediction by exploring two more
dimensions of tree space: the lengths of branches w and
z (Fig. 1a). We ran two new sets of simulations, changing
w and z one at a time. In the first set, z was held constant
at 1, and w was varied from the original value of 12
to either 8 or 20 (dark and light gray shaded regions,
respectively; Fig. 7a). The second set of simulations
varied the z dimension: w was held constant at 12, while
z varied from the original value of 1 to either 0.1 or
10 (dark and light gray shaded regions, respectively;
Fig. 7b). These simulations show that, as predicted, the
length of branches not directly determining the number
of concordant and discordant sites can have a large effect
on the region of parameter space in which likelihood
fails (parsimony still favors the species tree in all cases;
results not shown). Note that noninformative sites and
sites discordant with the two competing trees can be
resolved along the same branches in both trees; this
results in almost identical likelihoods of these sites under
the species tree and the AGT (Supplementary Fig. S2
available on Dryad; data not shown for noninformative
sites). Therefore, although changing the lengths of z and
w will affect the likelihood of all sites, the impact should
be the greatest for sites that are concordant with one
tree and discordant with the other, ultimately leading to
the different observed maximum-likelihood outcomes
between conditions.

The results presented in this section are natural
mathematical consequences of the theory behind long-
established models in phylogenetics. It is likely that they
have not been considered before simply because few
empirical examples existed in the area of tree space
where they become important. But, as discussed more
thoroughly below, clarity about the points raised here is
critical in avoiding misconceptions about the real cause
of the failure of likelihood-based methods, and possibly
suggest ways in which these failures can be ameliorated.

DISCUSSION

The increasing availability of genome-scale data
sets has revolutionized and modernized the field of
molecular phylogenetics. Sequences from more species
and more (longer) genomic segments have provided
evolutionary biologists with unprecedented insight
into the history of life on Earth. The influx of data
has also clarified the relevance and pervasiveness of
phenomena that generate gene tree discordance, such
as ILS (e.g., Pollard et al. 2006; Hobolth et al. 2011;
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a) w varies, z fixed

b) z varies, w fixed 

FIGURE 7. Regions in tree space where likelihood-based methods
fail to recover the species tree (black dots and regions shaded in gray).
Dots are the same in both a) and b), and match those in Figure 5 (z=
1 and w=12 in these simulations). a) Simulations with z =1, varying w
to be either w=8 (dark gray) or w= 20 (light gray). b) Simulations with
w=12, varying z to be either z=0.1 (dark gray) or z=10 (light gray).

Brawand et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2014; Suh et al. 2015;
Pease et al. 2016). This in turn has led to the proliferation
of methods capable of dealing with discordance (e.g.,
Liu and Pearl 2007; Than et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2009, 2010;
Heled and Drummond 2010; Larget et al. 2010; Mirarab
and Warnow 2015; Solís-Lemus and Ané 2016).

When ILS is present at high levels, most gene trees
will be discordant with the species tree. Therefore, there
has been much interest in the behavior of standard
phylogenetic approaches in these instances. Kubatko
and Degnan (2007) showed through simulation of a
four-taxon phylogeny that the commonly used approach
of concatenation and analysis by maximum-likelihood

when there are high levels of ILS can lead to strong
support for the incorrect tree (AGT). These authors
evaluated the performance of concatenation coupled
with likelihood across multiple points of tree space,
including in the AZ (Degnan and Rosenberg 2006), in
which the topology of the most common gene tree does
not match the species tree. Two key conclusions are often
drawn from this article, though neither was one the
authors made themselves. The first is that concatenation
fails per se (i.e., concatenation is the procedure that
directly causes tree estimation to fail), regardless of
the tree-building method used downstream, such as
maximum-parsimony or maximum-likelihood (for rare
exceptions, see Liu and Edwards 2009; Wu et al. 2014;
Degnan and Rhodes 2015; Roch and Warnow 2015;
RoyChoudhury et al. 2015; Mirarab et al. 2016). The
second conclusion drawn from their study is that
the failure of concatenation is caused by the species
tree inhabiting the AZ (e.g., Leaché et al. 2015; Olave
et al. 2015; Tang et al. 2015; DaCosta and Sorenson
2016; Edwards et al. 2016; Linkem et al. 2016). In fact,
both points are addressed directly by Kubatko and
Degnan (2007): “Although these results indicate that the
existence of an AGT is neither necessary nor sufficient
for statistical inconsistency, they demonstrate that
[maximum-likelihood] estimation from concatenated
sequences can perform poorly for points in or even near
the anomaly zone.”

The two apparently common conclusions drawn
from early studies noted above are intriguing, but not
entirely surprising. While the studies by Kubatko and
Degnan (2007) and Liu and Edwards (2009) clearly
suggest otherwise, the specific results that speak to
these misconceptions might have been obscured by the
main findings of these papers, or perhaps by the lack
of a clear explanation for the observed inconsistency.
Kubatko and Degnan (2007) consider the failure of
likelihood-based estimation in certain regions of tree
space “surprising,” but do not provide an explanation
for it. Liu and Edwards (2009) tentatively suggest that
LBA (Felsenstein 1978) can explain why maximum-
parsimony succeeds in recovering the species tree
inside the AZ, but do not strongly commit to this
hypothesis.

Here, we recapitulate and extend the results of
Kubatko and Degnan (2007) and Liu and Edwards (2009)
for the same rooted asymmetric species tree with four
ingroup taxa, revealing a clear disjunction between the
AZ and the region in tree space where likelihood-based
estimation on concatenated data fails. While previous
studies have investigated how mutational variance
can affect the topological distribution of individually
estimated gene trees (Huang and Knowles 2009), here
we address how the placement of mutations along
gene trees determines the outcome of concatenated
data analyses. In particular, we provide a proof for
why maximum-parsimony should be successful across
this area of tree space under the infinite-sites model,
and propose a hypothesis to explain why maximum-
likelihood trees can be incorrect.
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Our results are limited to asymmetric trees in which
ILS is observed among four species; that is, when a
pair consecutive speciation events (i.e., a pair of nodes)
occurs along the same tree path and in a short time
span, producing a pectinate topology. Many studies of
the AZ have also been limited to four-taxon phylogenies,
though some have gone beyond this (e.g., Rosenberg and
Tao 2008). While this may seem to limit the generality
of the results presented here, we stress that the total
number of species in a tree is not the most relevant
factor in determining the failure of likelihood-based
methods from concatenated data. Instead, what matters
is the maximum number of lineages among which ILS
occurs, even if only in a small part of a larger tree. Our
results imply that as long as the “problematic nodes”
(or “knots”; sensu Ané et al. 2007) of a species tree
are limited to four taxa undergoing ILS, concatenation
coupled with maximum-parsimony or neighbor-joining
can successfully recover the relationships comprising
those (and only those) nodes. Our results do not suggest
that maximum-parsimony should succeed when these
conditions are not met, or correctly recover the full
topology in the presence of additional species outside
four-taxon knots. Extending our analyses to radiations
involving five species is tedious, but should be possible.
The shape of the AZ for just five species has been shown
to be highly complex and to behave in unpredictable
ways (Rosenberg and Tao 2008). The exponentially larger
numbers of distinct topologies and histories (Degnan
and Salter 2005) that result from considering additional
species are sure to make the task of predicting the success
of parsimony, or of any other method, more difficult.
For six taxa (and potentially for more) involved in ILS,
it has been shown that maximum-likelihood applied to
concatenated data can result in the wrong species tree,
but so can maximum-parsimony (Roch and Steel 2015).

We also note that our demonstration that maximum-
parsimony correctly infers four-taxon asymmetric
species tree (or four-taxon knots) only holds if
other phenomena capable of generating phylogenetic
incongruence, such as introgression, are not present
in the data set at levels that considerably shift the
distribution of gene tree topologies and site patterns. In
such cases, the most parsimonious tree is not guaranteed
to be correct. Importantly, introgression will also affect
most, if not all, other methods that infer species trees
(e.g., Leaché et al. 2014; Solís-Lemus et al. 2016). We have
also ignored areas of parameter space where parsimony-
and distance-based methods will fail for a host of other
reasons, including similarity due to homoplasy (e.g.,
Felsenstein 1978). These problems with parsimony are
well known, and nothing presented here should obviate
such concerns: none of the results presented here should
in any way be interpreted as a defense of maximum-
parsimony, or as an attack on likelihood-based methods.
On the contrary, incorporating what is known about the
evolution and inheritance of molecular sequences into
phylogenetic models is likely to be the best approach. The
results presented here simply suggest that parsimony

analyses using nearly homoplasy-free characters (such
as retrotransposon insertions; Suh et al. 2015) can be
another useful method for reconstructing asymmetric
four-taxon species trees, in addition to other fast ILS-
aware approaches (e.g., De Maio et al. 2015).

Our results also suggest that the length of the branches
leading to and descending from a pair of closely spaced
speciation events (denoted w and z in Fig. 1a) can
affect the outcome of maximum-likelihood analyses
on concatenated data. These branches are the ones
that absorb the cost of discordant site patterns, and
as a consequence their length can determine whether
the true species tree or an AGT is favored. While
many studies vary the lengths of internal branches of
a phylogeny to examine the performance of methods
for inferring species trees, our results suggest that
varying these surrounding branches is necessary to
reveal the complete behavior of phylogenetic methods.
This variation can be also be achieved by sampling
additional species whose branches “cut” the branches
surrounding the knot—however, in such cases one must
be aware that adding new species might also increase
the size of the knot, changing the shape of the AZ and
the performance of different methods. Our simulations
also indicate that if both of the surrounding branch
lengths are short enough, the boundaries of the region
in which likelihood-based methods fail will retract,
leading to an increased success of these methods in
estimating the species tree. This dependence suggests
to us that in the future we may find additional ways to
ensure the accuracy of maximum-likelihood analyses on
concatenated data, possibly by taking into account the
substitution rate variation induced by discordance.
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